One of the guiding principles of the Grid is local (site) autonomy. Resource owners maintain control over their resources even when those resources are part of a larger Grid. In other words, resource sharing in Grids must be subject to the policies of the (local) resource owners. To date, not enough attention has been paid to describing, manipulating or enforcing explicit resource usage policies. Most existing Grid systems have either implicit resource usage policies (with ad-hoc enforcement mechanisms) or support only limited types of policies (e.g., security policies). Systems that do provide some support for resource usage policies typically consider only CPU resources, leaving the provisioning of other resources on the Grid unconstrained. This paper focuses on policies for Grid storage resources. We have identified classes of policies for Grid storage resource providers and have implemented an explicit policy-based architecture to manage and enforce them. This architecture consists of two components, MyPolMan, a service to express and manage policies, and .NET GridFTP, an enforcement mechanism for policy-based Grid data movement. We show how this system allows Grid users to access storage resources through a familiar API while allowing local system administrators to control resource utilization.
Introduction
Grid computing can be defined as secure collaboration across geographically-distributed resources. Often, a Virtual Organization (VO) is formed when multiple Physical Organizations (POs) This work is supported in part by the Department of Energy Early Career Principle Investigator (ECPI) Program (PI: Marty Humphrey), and by the National Science Foundation under grants ACI-0203960, SCI-0438263, and SCI-0426972. each contribute resources to a single resource pool shared by all. One of the main requirements of the POs is to maintain site autonomy, i.e. resource owners retain control over their own resources. This control is often embodied in terms of constraints on the use of associated resources by the VO, either explicitly or implicitly. These constraints can be viewed as a policy for the use of particular resources. This paper addresses the management and enforcement of policies for controlling the utilization of storage resources. We call such policies resource utilization policies. There are many types of policies, e.g., security policies and scheduling policies, being used in Grids today. Security policy [1] [2] [3] [4] allows a resource provider to limit or deny resource use to a particular user or group typically based on the user (or group) identity, but sometimes also on the contents of the usage request or the authentication mechanism. Resource utilization policy, on the other hand, defines constraints on resource use that incorporate information outside of the context of user identity or a single request message. Such policies can express constraints such as "the service can be accessed from 9am to 5pm" or "only 20% of the resource's storage capacity can be used by the Grid". Grid systems to date have provided only limited supports for this type of policies, typically only addressing CPU resources via scheduling [5] or job queues associated with single large clusters [6] . Providing more fine-grained control over resource utilization to resource owners is, we argue, necessary to build truly large-scale Grids.
We concentrate on data storage and data transfer policies because they are some of the most common Grid activities, often taking place as part of larger activities, e.g. running large computational jobs. We have identified some policies suitable for Grid storage resource providers by reviewing existing Grid projects and systems such as TeraGrid [7], LCG/EGEE [8] and SRB [9] . This lead to our explicit policy-based architecture, based on the IETF/DMTF generic policy framework [10] [11] . A generic policy management system, called MyPolMan, was developed to create, publish and provide policies to Policy Enforcement Points (PEPs). GridFTP [12] [13] clients and services were chosen as ideal policy enforcement points because of the near ubiquity of their deployment in Grids today and the familiarity of their interface to most Grid users. While the GridFTP protocol and existing GridFTP implementations provide security for Grid data transfer, they do not utilize arbitrary policies such as resource utilization policies. Because there is no explicit policy support in GridFTP, the resource provider's (implicit) desires for sharing their resource(s) can be violated by Grid users. We have built an implementation of GridFTP on the Microsoft .NET framework which incorporates extensions to the GridFTP protocol. This service (called .NET GridFTP) can perform Grid data transfers to/from Windows machines and enforce the resource utilization policies that are stored in MyPolMan. Unless resource-sharing policies are treated explicitly, and services built to understand and enforce these policies, resource providers may begin to find that the Grid software does not facilitate sufficient local control. Therefore, when a site's shares a resource between local and non-local users and that resource becomes consumed by nonlocal users, the site may have no choice but to discontinue its participation in the Grid.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes policies for storage resource providers. Section 3 describes the two main components in our system, MyPolMan and .NET GridFTP. Section 4 illustrates how a policy regulated data transfer can be performed through an end-to-end usage scenario. Section 5 discusses related work and Section 6 concludes.
Policies
Identifying suitable and sufficient resource utilization policies for each type of resource in the Grid is a challenging problem. Storage resources are provided to the Grid for hosting data and as such, their utilization by Grid users consumes a fraction of the storage capacity and a fraction of network bandwidth to the resource provider. A storage resource provider may wish to place limits on this consumption to more precisely control how his resources are used (to, for example, reserve capacity for local, non-grid, users or to not exceed bandwidth limits allowed by a servicelevel agreement). In addition, a storage provider may have specialized abilities, such as backup, whose utilization can also be controlled through policy.
We have examined some existing Grid projects, such as the TeraGrid, LCG/EGEE and Data Grid systems such as SRB to understand their (implicit) storage utilization policies, and policy needs. These fairly large scientific computing Grids represent one use case. We have also studied appropriate storage resource policies for desktops and handheld devices which will inevitably be incorporated into Grids as their capabilities increase [15] [16] . Based on our investigation, we have identified that the following type of policies should be necessary for storage resource providers.
Service Availability Policies: Service availability defines when the service will be available to the Grid users. Storage resource provider can use this policy to limit the service operation time; for example, "the GridFTP service will be open for access from 5:00PM to 7:00AM Monday through Friday". Data Reliability Policies: Storage resource providers can use this type of policy to define characteristics of the storage resource that effect how data stored on the resource is treated over time. Data reliability policy is subdivided into two policy classes, backup policy and purge policy. Backup policy allows a resource provider to specify which directory/drive will be backed-up and when/how often. For instance, "C:\\GridFTPRoot\\Pub is daily backed up" is a valid backup policy. Purge policy states how long a data item can stay on a storage resource. An example purge policy is "all data in /tmp is purged at midnight".
Quota Policies: Quota policy defines the space allocation strategies of resource providers. Policies can be either defined using relative percentage of capacity or absolute data volume. Quota policies can be quite complex as the resource provider may provision disk on per directory or per user basis. However, more straightforward policies, such as "Grid data can not occupy more than 40% of disk C at host opteron8.cs.virginia.edu", may be sufficient.
Network Consumption Policies: Data access will consume network bandwidth. While this may not be an issue in high-end scientific clusters, it is likely to become more important as desktops (and smaller devices) begin making data available to the grid. Limiting network bandwidth consumption may also be needed to stay within the bounds of a service-level agreement (SLA) worked out between the storage provider and their network resource provider. Such policies can be used to limit the download/upload rate of GridFTP. Limits on the use of multiple streams in GridFTP may also be needed because it has been shown that multiple streams hurt the performance of other TCP applications [17] .
All of these policies can be uploaded, manipulated and retrieved using the MyPolMan service. Our GridFTP implementation now can enforce service availability policy, certain quota policies and the maximum number of streams policy.
A System for Policy-Directed Data Movement
Our policy system consists of two components, MyPolMan, a policy management system that can upload, manage and distribute policies and .NET GridFTP, a data transfer application that enforces these policies. This section describes these components.
MyPolMan
MyPolMan is a general policy management system for Grids that allows administrators (or users) to publish policies to a policy repository that can then be retrieved by other system components as needed. Figure 1 shows the three main components of MyPolMan the policy authoring tools, the policy repository services and the policy agents.
Figure 1. MyPolMan components
In MyPolMan, policies are expressed in XML that conforms to the WS-Policy [18] specification. Since MyPolMan can be used to manage many types of policy (not just data transfer policy), a variety of policy creation tools can be used to develop the policies that are published in MyPolMan. While a discussion of these tools is beyond the scope of this work, Figure 2 shows an example policy for limiting disk consumption. Each MyPolMan policy contains a unique identifier (PolicyName) and a set of policy properties. These properties include (but are not limited to) the policy author (AU), applicable scope (AS), valid time (VT) and current status (ST). In addition, each specific policy discipline will define its own terms that have meaning to the appropriate policy consumers. For example, the policy of Figure 2 uses the <disk:MaxUsage> element to define the relative amount of a storage resource that can be used for Grid related activity. 
Figure 2. A sample policy
In this case, the storage resource of the C drive on the machine opteron8.cs.virginia.edu should allow a maximum of 40% of its total capacity to be used by the Grid. Note that the Application Scope (AS) is used to denote the services to which this policy applies (in this case, the GridFTP service on opteron8).
Created policies can be uploaded to the MyPolMan policy service. This service is based on CredEx [19] , an open-source, standards-based Web Service that facilitates the secure storage of credentials and enables the dynamic exchange of different credential types using the WS-Trust [21] token exchange protocol. We have extended CredEx to support management of arbitrary XML policies. This Tomcat-based web service exposes three key policy management operations:
• Storing or uploading a policy to the service • Retrieving a policy from the service • Removing a previously stored policy from the service Policy uploaders can choose to associate a credential (either username/password or X.509 certificate) with the stored policy, requiring subsequent managers of this policy to present the same credential. Client side libraries for both Java and .NET platforms have been created to allow clients on multiple platforms to manipulate policies in MyPolMan.
In MyPolMan, services called policy agents are used to facilitate policy distribution between the policy service and policy consumers i.e. policy enforcement points, such as the GridFTP service. Policy agents are implemented as .NET web services co-located with policy consumers. While policy consumers can "pull" policies directly from the policy service using that service's API, the policy agents allows "push" based dissemination of policies. When a new policy is stored (or an existing policy is modified) in the policy service, the policy's Applicable Scope field can be used to determine which policy agents should receive this new information. The policy can then be transferred to the policy agent who caches it on the local file system. This caching increases performance and allows multiple co-located policy-enforcement points to utilize the same policy agent. It should be noted that the GridFTP service itself could be used to transfer new policies (since policies are simply XML files). However, we have chosen to implement the policy agent web service because it is easier to configure a web service to securely interact with multiple policy services than it is to configure GridFTP to do the same using the gridmap file. Using an external authorization service, such as VOMS [20] , may alleviate this problem.
GridFTP Protocol and Implementation on .NET
GridFTP [12] is a data transfer protocol for accessing distributed data on the Grid. It is based on the RFC 959 "File Transfer Protocol", RFC 2228 "FTP Security Extensions", and RFC 2389 "Feature Negotiation Mechanism for the File Transfer Protocol". The GridFTP protocol is optimized for the highperformance, secure and reliable data transfer in highbandwidth wide-area network.
We have implemented the GridFTP protocol on the .NET platform. Our implementation supports the main extensions of GridFTP v1 and some features of GridFTP v2. It also incorporates a new transfer mode specifically designed for the transfer of large amount of small files over wide area network. In addition, the GridFTP service has been modified to enforce data transfer policies on each operation requested by clients. Evaluation has shown that our implementation is both interoperable with and has comparable performance to the implementation included with the Globus Toolkit version 4 (GT4) [14] .
On the server, .NET GridFTP runs as a Windows service and manages the storage resource. On the client side, the .NET GridFTP command line client can perform the GridFTP operations supported by the GridFTP service and report additional information if the requested FTP operations are rejected by the service due to policy violations.
Policy Enforcement
To understand how GridFTP enforces the policies stored in MyPolMan, consider the following scenario. A site administrator is contributing storage on the machine "opteron8.cs.virignia.edu" to the Grid. However, the administrator only wishes to contribute a maximum of 40% of the capacity of disk C to be used by Grid.
We have developed an ASP.NET-based web interface to compose quota policies. Using this interface, the administrator specifies the author name, policy name, applicable scope and other common properties of this policy. A second form allows the administrator to define quotas for each disk within the applicable scope (in this case on opteron8) using either absolute or relative volume. When the administrator finishes, a XML policy file, such as that shown in Figure 2 , will be generated and displayed for final confirmation. If the administrator accepts the policy, it is published to a pre-configured MyPolMan policy service.
The MyPolMan policy service stores the policy in its policy repository and then pushes the policy to appropriate policy agents. These are determined based on the applicable scope property, in this case the policy will be sent to the policy agent on opteron8. Once the opteron8 policy agent has received the policy and saved it to its local policy cache, the policy is available to any policy enforcement points running on opteron8.
Any modifications made by the administrator to the policy will cause these steps to be repeated.
Enforcement of this policy requires information on how much disk space is used by Grid activities. In general, it is difficult to know how much space is used by "the Grid" because grid-related files can be created by multiple mechanisms. For example, a remote computation (typically considered a grid activity) can produce output through direct interaction with the host operating system. This output can appear at any time and be stored in any location on disk. While it may be possible to assume that every file owned by a user listed in the gridmap file is a "grid file", this may not be appropriate in all circumstances. For this project, we have adopted a simpler approach based on file location. All GridFTP activities (storage/retrieval) take place within a GridFTPRoot directory and all data stored in this directory are considered grid related. This approach seems reasonable since appropriate permissions can be set to constrain remote (i.e. "Grid only") users to work in this root directory and its subdirectories while allowing other users to have a combination of grid and non-grid files.
The GridFTP service acts as both a policy decision point (PDP) and a policy enforcement point (PEP), making decisions to accept or reject a file upload request based on current disk usage information and the incoming file size. Ideally, the PDP would make an accept/reject decision when a new file upload request is received. However, due to the FTP protocol's limitation, the incoming file size is unknown until the file transfer completes. This means that the PDP is actually consulted after the file transfer operation completes and at that time the received file can either be accepted (and moved from temporary storage) or rejected (and therefore deleted). An ultimate solution for this problem will be a revision to the GridFTP protocol to make the incoming file size known by GridFTP server prior to the actual file transfer. We will let the Grid community know this problem and we expect the fix could appear in the new GridFTP v2 protocol.
If an operation is rejected due to a policy violation, the policy identifier and a short description will be returned on the GridFTP control channel, giving the Grid user information on why their requested operation did not happen. Figure 3 shows a screen output of a .NET GridFTP client trying to upload files to opteron8. In this figure, a Grid user first tries to do an FTP Put operation on a file that causes the Grid quota to be exceeded. This operation is rejected due to policy violation. The user then does a Put of another smaller file with success. The sizes of these two files are displayed using "lls" command (local list) in this figure.
Figure 3. Quota policy enforcement
In addition to disk quota policies, our current implementation can also enforce service availability policy and a policy on maximum number of streams. While the creation and distribution mechanisms for these policies are similar to the disk quota policy, the enforcement mechanism is different. To enforce the service availability policy, a policy decision is made on every FTP operations other than the command channel setup and close. The GridFTP server compares the current system time with the operation period specified in the policy, and then either rejects or accepts incoming FTP operations. Figure 4 shows this policy in action. The GridFTP service is configured using a service availability policy to only serve requests between 9:00AM -4:00PM. Figure 4 shows a client attempting to do a change directory operation outside of this time window and being rejected.
Figure 4. Service availability policy enforcement
Enforcement of the maximum number of streams policy requires a policy decision when an FTP OPTS command, in which the client specifies the number of streams, is received. Figure 5 shows a GridFTP service that is configured to allow a maximum of 2 streams. A client requests 3 streams to transfer a file and is rejected. Then he tries 2 streams and succeeds. 
Related Work
IETF [10] and DMTF [11] have a generic policy framework including four major components, the policy management tool, the policy repository, the policy enforcement point (PEP) and the policy decision point (PDP). IETF and DMTF also define a common information model [22] for the policy rules. The underlying premise in this information model is that each policy should be considered as an expression of the form "if condition then action". We use this policy information model in our prototype implementation. The Policy Research Group [23] at the Global Grid Forum (GGF) has also adopted this IETF/DMTF policy framework by defining four similar software components. However, to date, there has been no implementation of a policy system on Grids based on the GGF's work.
Policies are often encountered explicitly in resource management systems, especially schedulers. For example, the Maui Scheduler [24] operates as a policy engine for controlling resource allocations to jobs while concurrently optimizing the use of managed resources. Legion can allow host administrators to specify some job admission policies such as "admit new job only when CPU usage in past 5 minutes is under 70%" [5] . Condor's ClassAds mechanism [6] can match the job's requirements with advertised resources. In ClassAds, resource policies are expressed as "constraints" in their advertisement. However, all these systems are limited to managing CPU resources.
Catalin et, al have identified usage policies (UP) for both sites and VOs regarding resource allocations [25] . The work also presents the expression of these UPs and a distributed architecture for UP-based scheduling in a Grid environment. However, Catalin's work also only addresses CPU resources. The general purpose policy management system MyPolMan, can support many different policy enforcement mechanisms and therefore can be used to manage policies for many types of resources.
Wasson and Humphrey focus on the policies at the VO level [26] . They identify three general policies regarding resource utilization by which VOs might operate and present the ramifications of each policy on the VO's day-to-day operation and the VO's ability to actually enforce the policy. A prototype software simulation implemented the "you-get-what-you-give" policy. This work began to quantify the costs and benefits of attempting to enforce Grid-wide policy. While arguably simplistic, it was useful in conducting experiments to refine the issues and approaches.
In the Web Service world, WS-policy provides a flexible and extensible grammar for expressing the capabilities, requirements and general characteristics of entities in a Web Services-based system. WS-Policy specifies a base set of constructs that can be used and extended by other Web Service specifications to describe a broad range of service requirements and capabilities. Policies can be associated with Web Services metadata through the use of WS-PolicyAttachement [27] . Policies can be discovered via WS-MetadataExchange [28] which defines the requestresponse based protocol between Web services and clients. We are currently investigating the use of WS-MetadataExchange as a policy distribution mechanism between the policy repository and policy agents.
Outside the Grid Computing, Autonomic Computing [29] is an approach towards self-managed complex computing systems with minimum human interference. The core component of Autonomic Computing is often a policy-based management infrastructure that simplifies the management and automation of complex systems. A particular policy system PMAC [30] is similar to our system. However, our policy system and enforcement mechanisms focus on the usage policies which regulate the resource consumption by Grids, while Autonomic Computing systems, such as PMAC, generally focuses on using policies to manage enterprise services to automatically react to certain system conditions, through which selfmanaged services can be achieved.
Conclusion and Future Work
The goal of this work was to increase the degree of control that resource owners have over Grid storage resources (beyond joining the Grid or not). We have identified classes of policies for Grid storage resource providers and have implemented an explicit policybased architecture to manage and enforce them. We have shown that using this system allows Grid users to access storage resources through a familiar API (GridFTP) while allowing local system administrators to control resource utilization. In the future, we will add more policies for storage resources into the system and extend our work to include policy and enforcement for other resource types, such as advanced network bandwidth consumption policies. In particular, we are interested in using new technologies such as GMPLS [31] , to enable the partitioning and reservation of network resources. Another important direction will be research on cross-site job and data scheduling that takes into account policy of multiple resources.
